
Age of ocean lithosphere 
young, hot 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To put the Cascade arc in a global framework, it has the youngest and hottest subducting crust anywhere on the planet.  Hot endmember globally. 



300 km 

Physiography 
of Cascadia 
Ralph Haugerud, 2004 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cascadia can be examined from ridge to trench to arc and back arc over only a little more than a thousand kilometers , and a comparable distance along the arc.



segmentation after Guffanti 
and Weaver (1988) 

 Quaternary  
Cascade arc 

(Hildreth 2007) 

18 major centers 
3416 Quaternary vents 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arc extends from Lassen Peak in the south to Mount Meager in the north.  It has historically been divided into 5 major segments, with 18 major volcanic centers, but thousands of peripheral vents (according to Wes Hildreth, 3416 Quaternary vents).  



Schmidt 
Low-K 
tholeiites 

HLP 

Schmidt et al., (2007) 

Near orthogonal convergence 
Most calcalkaline basalt 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Siletzia basement 
Most diffuse vents 
Most HFSE basalt 

 
 
 

Arc rift and abundant low-K basalt 
 
 
 

Most variable composition 
Gorda Plate and plate edge 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What Schmidt et al described was a segmentation in Sr isotopes that they attributed to distinct mantle attached to distinct crustal blocks.  Even when selected for bulk composition, in this case low K tholeiites, the arc is isotopically segmented. In the south, high isotopic variability attributed to variety of fluids, in the central segment the isotopic composition matches the NW Basin and Range mantle, indicating westward mantle flow into the arc., Columbia block affected by distinct mantle associated with accreted oceanic Siletz Terrane, and northern segment has almost no LKT 



Schmidt 

Calcalkaline  
     basalt 

HLP 

Schmidt et al., (2007) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Calcalkaline promitive basalts have overall higher Sr-isotopic signatures and are also segmented in distribution. Most common type where convergence most orthogonal (North)



Modern arc has segmentation 
 
- Vent distributions  
   - Magma compositions 
 - Mafic :silicic 
 - Primitive magmas types 
 - Isotopic composition   
   - Continental Crust 
   - Subducting Plate 
   - Local tectonic regime  
   - Slab seismicity 

Paleozoic to 
Mesozoic 
Marine rocks 

E. Paleogene 
oceanic plateau 

Paleozoic to 
Mesozoic Marine 
arc-related rocks 

Schmidt et al., 2007 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Segmentation generally corresponds to upper crustal domains--- but also make up in tectonic elements



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Focus in Cascades arc has been  on the Quaternary, as depicted her (central OR)



Photo by permission of Long Bach Nguyen 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But a long history stored in the western Cascades (jagged foreland shown here in Washington arc)



(duBray and John, 2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hachured pattern shows western Cascades and red is intrusions, -- telling us about the past arc. Coeval rocks east of the arc not shown in this compilation



Photo by Chuck Hawks 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vegetative cover makes the western Cascades challenging to study, but bedrock streams and roadcuts make this nonetheless a very accessible arc.



http://pubs.usgs.gov/gip/dynamic/Pang
aea.html 

A long convergent  
and transform 
history 



3-0 Ma  
From Christiansen, 2005, after Christiansen and Yeats, 1992 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Green is arc Blue is basalt, red is rhyolite, orange is likely slab-window related magmatism. Pink is structurally deformed zones (extension and compression)Note distribution of bimodal suite to margins of the Great Basin.



43-37 Ma  

Onset of Cascades magmatism- 
Western Cascades- Clarno Fm 

Challis, 
Absaroka, 
forearc 

From Christiansen, 2005, after Christiansen and Yeats, 1992 



28-21 Ma  

Western Cascades and John Day Fm 

From Christiansen, 2005, after Christiansen and Yeats, 1992 



17-14 Ma  

Onset of flood basalts dikes and large calderas 

From Christiansen, 2005, after Christiansen and Yeats, 1992 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bright blue indicates dike swarms related to flood basalts



11-9 Ma  
From Christiansen, 2005, after Christiansen and Yeats, 1992 



7-5 Ma  
From Christiansen, 2005, after Christiansen and Yeats, 1992 



3-0 Ma  
From Christiansen, 2005, after Christiansen and Yeats, 1992 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Black bar indicates western Cascades transect of Priest 1990



(Verplanck and Duncan, 1987) (Priest, 1990) (DuBray and John, 2011) 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change in convergence angle corresponds to changes in arc behavior. Arc also changes in response to changes in cordilleran tectonomagmatism overall.



Narrowing of the arc with time 
Central Oregon (Priest, 1990) 
 
Consistent with slab steepening in time 

35-17 Ma 17-7.4 Ma 7.4- 4 Ma 4- 0 Ma 

Coast Range 

Willamette Valley 

Western Cascades High Cascades 
     Graben 



35 30 20 15 10 

Eastward migration of the arc with time (OR) 

(Verplank and Duncan, 1987) (DuBray and John, 2011) 

(duBray and John, 2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Eastward migration in part owing to clockwise rotation of Siltezia



Inferred extent of ancestral and modern Cascades magmatic arc in western US 

©2012 by Geological Society of America 

(modified by John et al., 2012 from du Bray et al., 2009; Colgan et al., 2011) 

Eastward migration 

Maybe Westward migration 

proposed slab tear 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Much yet to be made clear about proto-Cascades as compilations to date do not arc-like centers of John Day age. Relationship to protoCascades arc to Clarno also remains cryptic



B A R 

B 
A R 

(Georoc data compiled by duBray and John, 2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
General shift to more diverse and less mafic in time



B A R 

B 
A 

R 

(Georoc data compiled by duBray and John, 2011) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The arc is most “andesitic” apparently during 22-~15 Ma.



Temporal change in range and in compositional type 

Courtesy of Martin Streck, from Oregon Western Cascades compilation of Rick Conrey 

           15-8 Ma 



general increase in Ba/Nb 
with age of the arc 
 
 
Most mafic  
and most mafic variability 
at onset 
and in modern arc 
 
 
To assess changes in mantle  
and crustal contributions 
and compositions in time, 
need systematic time  
and space transects 

Ba/Nb 

45-35 

35-26 

25-18 

17-8 

7-4 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Arc seems to systematically change to more diverse, more felsic ad with higher Ba/Nb “arc” signature with time. The outlined filed MA is the modern arc



Photo by permission of Long Bach Nguyen 

Why ancestral Cascades? 
 
Changes in arc through time 
• type of mantle, degree of melt in past 
• subduction effects on mantle and magma through time 
• development of continental crust 
• segmentation through time 
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